Ethelbert William Bullinger:
A Documented Flat-Earther !

By Kevin Hobby

I managed to locate a distinguished 1906 Australian newspaper article (housed on their government
servers) which states, in no uncertain terms, that E. W. Bullinger believed that Earth was flat and
motionless:

Excerpt: "The Rev. E. W. Bullinger, D.D., the noted scientist, who has only lately come to believe
that he walks on a flat and motionless earth, presided, and Miss Zippora Monteith opened the
meeting by singing 'Gravitation,' the 'Glory Song of the Zetetics.'"
The fact that Rev. E. W. Bullinger, D.D presided over this flat-earth meeting at Exeter Hall in London
(the same hall where his Trinitarian Bible Society was formed) has been documented in six different
newspapers as follows:
1. Dungog Chronicle
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/138183788?searchTerm=Bullinger%20%22flat%20earth%22&searchLimits=
2. The Express and Telegraph
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/209107537?searchTerm=Bullinger%20%22flat%20earth%22&searchLimits=
3. Geelong Advertiser
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/150083991?searchTerm=Bullinger%20%22flat%20earth%22&searchLimits=
4. Sunday Times
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/125872642?searchTerm=Bullinger%20%22flat%20earth%22&searchLimits=
5. The Tumut and Adelong Times
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/139083752?searchTerm=Bullinger%20%22flat%20earth%22&searchLimits=
6. South Coast Times and Wollongong Argus
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/142018045?searchTerm=Bullinger%20%22zetetic%22&searchLimits=

Here's a facsimile of an excerpt of newspaper number six (listed above):

"'It's a mad, as well as a clever world, my masters,' and there are societies in London to-day, run
by very 'toffy' people, too, whose mission is to prove that the world is flat! They call themselves
'Zetetics' but I fail to see what good they will do even if they prove this theory. Rents will still be
high, so will motor cars; sausages will not be lowered a cent., and nervous people will be
compelled to stay indoors at night for fear of straying to the edge of the world and toppling over
into abyssmal space. At the last meeting of the Zetetics, where the lady spoke so disrespectfully of
poor Mr. I. Newton, the chair was taken by the Rev. E. W. Bullinger, D.D."

There is another unrelated newspaper article from The Daily News and Darling Downs Gazette which
mentions a "Dr. Bullinger" in the same sentence as "Lady Blount" (it even states that Lady Blount was
"a believer of the flat-earth theory"). It's about how she and the elderly "Dr. Bullinger" were swindled
out of thousands of dollars (just two years before he died in 1913).
1. http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/80207513?searchTerm=Bullinger%20%22flat%20earth%22&searchLimits=
2. http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/182701730?searchTerm=%22Bullinger%22%20%22Blount%22&searchLimits=

The following excerpt is from "The Plane Truth" (by Bob Schadewald):
“Bullinger’s first appearance in flat-earth annals was probably in 1873, when one 'E.B.' of
'the Vicarage' wrote a flat letter published in the June 1873 Zetetic. In 1877, he subscribed
for six copies of Carpenter’s Delusion of the Day, but he was still at pains to conceal his
flat-earth sympathies (he is one of two subscribers whose names are not listed). In the
premier issue of Earth Review, there was the following quote from Bullinger (incorrectly
identified as 'Rev. W. E. Bullinger, D.D.'): 'I AGREE with you in your contention
respecting the Earth; for my motto has long been, ‘Let God be true and every man a
liar.’”
A larger excerpt can be found at the following link; it mentions E. W. Bullinger eight times as it
chronicles his conversion to the flat-earth paradigm:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/szoq1wsh20h4s5n/Excerpt%20of%20The_Plane_Truth%20by%20Bob%20Schadewald.pdf?dl=0

E. W. Bullinger is stated to have been a “well-known member”of a flat-earth society in the following
Wikipeda article entitled “Flat Earth”:

Another reference outlining E. W. Bullinger's association with the flat-earth belief system is excerpted
below from a work by Christine Garwood:

E. W. Bullinger is listed as a committee member of a flat-earth society on page 40 of the following
facsimile:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/4nu3r1ptavk4f2f/Zetetic%20Astronomy%20%28Lady%20Blount%20and%20Albert%20Smith
%29.pdf?dl=0

On May 11, 1904 Lady Anne Blount hired a commercial photographer to use a telephoto lens camera to
take a picture from Welney of a large white sheet she had placed, touching the surface of the river, at
Rowbotham's original position six miles away. The photographer, Edgar Clifton from Dallmeyer's
studio, mounted his camera two feet above the water at Welney and was surprised to be able to obtain a
picture of the target, which should have been invisible to him if Earth where spherical. Lady Blount
first documented the experiment in the article within the link below:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/h6jaochy93x684o/The_Earth_47-48.pdf?dl=0

Here are E. W. Bullinger's thoughts on the experiment (which he penned to her in a letter):

Page 8 of the following facsimile, from a flat-earth magazine, outlines further evidence that Bullinger
collaborated with a flat-earth society.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/4wepftwyqgl4ost/Earth%20Not%20a%20Globe%20Review%2C%20The%20%28No.%208%2C
%20July%201894%29.pdf?dl=0

To the right is an old leaflet which acknowledges E. W.
Bullinger as a committee member of The Zetetic Society of
1883 (a flat-earth organization). I am not sure exactly where
this picture came from.

Pages 20–21 of the following facsimile quote Bullinger as stating that he agrees with the the flat-earth
model outlined by the Zetetics. He is also stated to be a supporter of “true cosmogony” (i.e., flat-earth
cosmogony) and an acquaintance of flat-earther David Wardlaw Scott in Scott's book:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/u3uk694kroasuwa/Sea-Earth%20Globe%2C%20The%20%28Zetetes%29.pdf?dl=0

Tom McIver's book "Anti-Evolution: An Annotated Bibliography" (McFarland, 1988; reprint Johns
Hopkins, 1992) chronicles over 1,852 books, pamphlets, and tracts and provides lengthy, nonpolemical
annotations summarizing content and identifying doctrines or theories. Ethelbert W. Bullinger is
mentioned on pages 32 and 33 along with the assertion that he served on the Committee of a flat-earth
society.

Reference page 11 of the following facsimile to see a quote from Bullinger's journal “Things to Come”
followed by a few thoughts from a fellow flat-earther:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/n9xwahb5r8b4eyy/Earth%2C%20The%20%28Vol%20III%2C%20Nos.%2043-44%29.pdf?dl=0

The preceding quote from “Things to Come” mirrors the following excerpt from Bullinger's
lexicon/concordance:

I'll close this investigation with a quote from one of Bullinger's best known works:
"Instead of making the Bible agree with science, science must agree with the Bible. If it does not, it is
only because it is 'science falsely so-called,' and not real science. Scientia is the Latin word for
knowledge. Whereas very much of what goes by the name of 'science' to-day is not science at all. It is
only hypothesis! Read man's books on this so-called science, and you will get tired of the never-ending
repetition of such words as 'hypothesis,' 'conjecture,' 'supposition,' etc., etc. This is the reason that such
theories, which are falsely dignified by the name of science, are constantly changing. We talk of the
'Science of Geology,' or of 'Medical Science'; but read books on geology or medicine, for example,
written fifty years ago, and you will find that they are now quite 'out of date.' But truth cannot change.
Truth will never be 'out of date.' What we know can never alter! This of itself proves that the word
science is wrongly used when it is applied only to hypotheses, which are merely invented to explain
certain phenomena. It is not for such theories that we are going to give up facts. It is not for conjectures
that we are going to abandon truth." —E. W. Bullinger (Number in Scripture, p. 103)

